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T3ie Principal and Her SGhool
The test of any educational institution is the extent to
which it realizes the ultimate aims of education, and education
in a democracy should develop in each indiyidULil child the
l:nowledge, ideals, interests, hah its, and powers wherehy he v/ill
find his place and use it to shape himself and society toward ever
nobler ends. However, these educational aims can only be accom-
plished through the comhined efforts, zeal, amhition, and coopera-
tion of its corps of teachers, the major portion of whose guidance
-must come through the principal of the building. TThquestionably
,
the principal makes the school, but of next importance is the
teaching staff. She, the professional leader and skillfid. execu-
tive, is ultimp.tely responsible for the success or failure of all
the activities within her building. Y^atever the organization, thje
principal is tlie autlior itative head, the inspiractional leader, the
coordinator, and supervisor of the plant. In all lines of guidance
she must perform the function of director and counsellor. VTiat is
going to bring the best teaching to the pupils is v/liat must deter-
mine her metliod of educational guidance, She must v/ork with and
through her teachers according to their a.bility and fitness to give
her assistance. She must give much time to personal conferences
7/ith the individual pupils. In fact, a principal should give unspar-
ingly of her time and energy for the success of her school. She
should give of herself beyond the requirements of her contract and
correspondingly gain in pov/er and in the esteem of the citizens of
her cOEanunity. Jji the administrative sense the principal is always
right. She must be a person of authority delegated to her by the
superintendent of schools, just as tlie authority has been delagated
to him by the local School Board,
\
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To her must "be eiven full respons itility and authority with respect
to the functioning of the educational progran offered in her "build*
ing^and with respect to the management of her school grounds. The
principal, also, in turn delegates to each classroom teaclier a cer-
tain amount of authority with respect to the instruction and disci-
pline within her own classroom,
A cooperative and complementary relationship should exist
"between the principal and her superintendent, Ke outlines general
policies for her to execute and administer. In the guidance of
teachers the first thought^ then, is for the superintendent to see
that cultured, professionally-minded, socially acceptahle, hard-
working,, teachers with an a"bimdance of common sense "be selected to
assist her, Then the teaching corps must realize that the respon-
Bi"bility of directing the school system has been delegated to her.
Also, the superintendent of school must "bear in i.iind that teachers
are not his chattels, nor machines^ "but human "beings who are working
with him^not for him. for the good of the educational system, neither
must he assume the parental attitude toward them, For the better-
ment of tlie school system he must give these human beings with whom
he is working^ an opportunity for self-expression and self-develop-
ment within profitable limitations. It has been realized that an
ounce of concession when needed, invariably, means redoubled efforts
at another tiLie. A certain sympathetic liberality in regard to
time and work brings back to the scliool system returns such as no
superintendent would dare denujnd, Siflperintendents are also coming
to consider each school and its cormunity as an "operating unit" and
c1/
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each principal is "being held accountable for the adjustment of her
school to the needs of this utnit. This makes it possible for the
superintendent to expect tangible achieveiient through the direction
of the principal.
Administration
A well-arranged and completely equipped office is "basic to
the efficient functioning of the school principal. But she must
learn how to systematize her office routine, and delegate to others
those minor administrative details which do not absolutely demand
her personal attention.
some one has said that one of the best indications of an
administrator's executive ability, is her skill in getting things
done by others. Certainly it is true that many minor clerical
duties can be given over to teachers and pupils without hardship to
any one. In this way the principal may secure additional time to
devote to the more administrative and supervisory obligations. A
large amount of clerical work is necessary in all schools and be-
cause the chief duty of the principal is supervision she must
either neglect her real v/ork or delegate the clerical part, as the
routine and immediate demands are apt to crowd out the supervisory
function. The person best qualified for this work is an efficient
clerk. The principal would then be free to carry out the most
importaint phase of her work; namely, supervision, which means most
to educational proj-ress. If the principal is no longer responsible
for the minor office details she is free to bend her best efforts
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toward the "big things in education - supervision of instruction,
community leadership^ and professional growth. Therefore, her
greatest problem is ^IIow divide the time among the major func-
tions, administration, supervision and clerical duties^"
"TVhat work should she perform and what delegate?" Some of her
administrative duties are:
1, Direction to the janitor.
2, Making the building rules.
(Each teacher should be thoroughly familiar with the
building regulations in order to cooperate with the
principal.)
3. Placement of pupils. (This is especially difficult if
she has a large percentage of foreign born.)
4. Planning the daily building program.
5. Determining specific methods of classroom instruction.
6. Selection and assignment of teachers.
7. selection of textbooks and supplies.
8. Determining time allotments of studies
9. Determining content of studies.
Preliminary Teacher Meeting
A preliminarj' teachers' meeting is generally held on the
day before school opens^ and it is the most important meeting of
the school year, '.'acation has passed and teachers and principal
have returned from many varied e^iper iences
. Leisure, study, and
travel, have occupied their attention often to the exclusion of
thoughts of school. The principal's duty is to bring together
r.
these divergent minds into a unified consideration of the prohlems
of school. This sloe must do happily "but forcefully so that teach-
ers v/ill concentrate and try to follow her directions implicitly.
Preparation for first day - The teacher should be familiar with
her room, its location in relation to the passing of lines; with the
signal system
,
with the heating and ventilating apparatus even if
it is a mechanical system "beyond her control. Any change of policies,
of plans, of teaching personnel, must "be thoroughly explained;
direction for opening of the school's first session and explanations
of the program of studies must "be carefully given, in fact, all in-
formation required for the successful opening of school must be made
clear.
General organization
The first school session in a junior high school should probab-
ly be spent in the general organization of the school. The enroll-
ment of new pupils, the adjustments of conflicts of individual pro-
grams will occupy most of the day, but the work of the classes should
be begun on. the opening day. This should not be difficult iP the
schedule is efficiently organized. Care should be taken, however, to
see that all preliminary enrollments are thoroughly and accurately
made. A little additional time at the beginning of school^ spent in
this way is well worth while. In fact, a school, half organized will
begin its class work under a serious handicap and will suffer accord-
ingly.
r
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6Making the schedule
In these days when there is so much agitation ahout educa-
tional costs^ and cxirriculum revision, the prohlems of a Junior
High School principal in the organization and administration of
her school are manifold. She mtist not only he an educational
expert, thoroughly fajniliar with progressive educational aims and
pedagogical technique, hut she must also he an efficient organizer
and educational ehgineer, ( If you will) thoroughtly familiar with
modern methods of school organization and administration. To make
her school organization economical and efficient, she must give
heed to a sound guidance program as a "basic thing in dealing with
prohlems of retardation, acceleration, homogeneous grouping^ and
the general distribution of work elected hy the pupils, in order
to serve their bests Interests, such matters as size of classes
In the several subjects, teaching load, adjusting the job to the
teacher, and the teacloer to the job, determining the value and
place of extra-curricular activities are some of the Important
problems which must be wisely handled if the school is to have a
satisfactory dally program. It is of course obvious that a Junior
High School schedule cannot be organized In a hap-hazard fashion.
It must be scientifically constructed if it is to function econom-
ically and with the maximum educational value that properly dis-
* tributes and balances the work of the school, so as to keep every-
body - teachers and pupils - busy throughout the week on the most
efficient as well as economical basis.
Furthermore, in order to adapt the subject matter, in form

and in content to the capacities of the pupils it is frequently
thought necessary to reoort to some system of segregation. With
the data arrived at through personal conference there are four
factors that will prove helpfiil in preparing a satisfactory
schedule of stiJdies.
1, Group intelligence tests furnish valuable indication of the
pupil's pov/er to handle successfully a worthj^ grade of academic work.
2. A Gonsens xas of the teacher^s estimate of the pupil's po'jrer
is equally helpful.
5. Since moral deficiencies and unpropitious environment •
often off-set mental capacity, a personal history of each jpupil
should he ascertained. This is worth reporting on the permanent
office card, character and borne conditions are subject to change
and development, and so, for that reason, these personal data
should "be kept up-to-date hy at least yearly revision, beginning
in the seventh grade,
4, And lastly, by no means of least importance the scholastic
record is highly valuable, as an index of positive accomplishment,
and must inevitably enter very largely into any analysis of individu-
al differences^^Jiias been carried to the point where it is generally
agreed that a pupil by reason of inherited tendencies, aptitude, and
to say nothing of the v/ill to learn, is better adapted to one type of
junior high school activity fiian another. This is the real reason for
having in the junior high school a v/orthy type of guidance going on^
and no guidance that has any positive value is possible without an
understanding of the pupil.
At this point, it is best to make the assignment of classes to
e
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8teachers, which is an important step in the organization of the
schedule. First^ caref iil amalysis of all the factors pertaining
to the character of the work ttiat is to he assigned and the in-
struction necessary to obtain the maximiin educational value for
each group and for each pt5)il in the group WJidt "be made. Second-
ly, the teacher's preference should "be carefully considered and
her fitness judged by past experience and success, to undertake a
particular type of work, must be carefully weighed. Recognition of
the individual desires and enthusiasms of teachers for particular
types of class work will create an "esprit de corps" that will con-
tribute more to the organization of an efficient school than any
other factor in school administration. After the assignments have
been made to teachers on each department sheet, the total assign-
ment to each teacher should be listed separately, giving the num-
bers in the classes and the total number of periods taught. Before
making out the teachers* work assignments, it is well to consider
what is generally thought to be a fair pupil hour load per teacher
in order to make an equitable distribution of the work. The sched-
ule maker should keep in mind several factors, all of which are not
strictly necessary, but which greatly improve the administrative
value of a schedule observed,
First: the matter of travel in the building. Prevent as far as
possible moving a class from the first to the third floor in adja-
cent periods. Second: distribute subjects as evenly as possible
among the periods, otherwise, if the building is at all crowded
there will ve manj^ vacant rooms some periods and not enough other
periods. Third; teachers generally prefer to liave mathematical sub-
rr
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9jects near the first part of the school day, and other classes nay
for certain reasons he more desirahle at one time of day than at an-
other. Fourth: the arrangement of division schedules so that all
pupils will have a uniformly distributed program of recitations and
study periods.
The principal is responsible for the classification and progress
of the pupils in her school. She is also responsible for the results
obtained in the use of the course of study^ and the stimulation cf her
teachers to obtain therefrom the best possible results. It is within
her power to classify according to her^ or the classroom teacher's per-
sonal opinion, academic standards^ or scientific methods^ such as mental
or standard tests.
Whether the assigniiient of the pupils to divisions in each subject
is by mental age, by intelligence tests, or on the basis of scholarship
or curriculum selection or by a composite judgment^ the groups in each
subject^ must be flexibly organized with relation to other subjects, that
the pupil has selcted in the curriculum. This requires skillful manipu?
lation and considerable ingenuity and is perhaps the dominant criterion
of a principal's power to create an effective schedule.
Jaring for the plysical well-being of pi;g)il3
and teachers
The school principal is charged with the responsibility for the
health, well-being, and physical development of the students and teach-
ers of her school, she is the chief administrative officer in her school
unit for this expert work, assisted by other experts in this field who
are usually provided. No city school system is complete without a
health program, at the head of which is a physician, assisted by a
rC
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competent nurse whose duties are to carry our routine, physical
ex9ziinations of the school children, to ascertain reaedial physical
defects, to make sanitary surveys of the school building, to give
expert advice and direct campaigns ii^ the prevention or suppression
of epidemics. A definite signal is used to announce to teachers
their arrival so that all children needing health care may be sent
to them. A schedule of expert duties carried out in the school un-
der this department is very essential.
The physical education program , while closely allied with the
health development program, is carried out by a separate group of
experts which consists of a head director or supervisor and^ as is
the case in ay building^ aftd two assistant supervisors, one for boys
the other for girls. These physical experts are the essential right-
hand helpers to the principal of the school. They assist in most of
the extra-curricular activities which are the basis of a great deal
of the work directed by its social motive. The play element is
brought in and used effectively. Proper corrective drills and health
habits are developed, and proper posture is maintained through this
department
.
Managing the Physical Plant
When a new school plant is to be erected the principal's
originality, educational principles, and professional leadership
should be abundantly consulted. It is a crime against the ideals
of education for a municipality to erect a scliool building and
present it ready-made to a principal and her faculty^ (as they so
often do) without having worked into it their best composite judg-
ment of what a school building should be. Under such a policy the
Jr
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welfare of children is always sacrificed to either the artistic
emphasis of an architect^ ot the financial policies of the business
or construction department. As the preliminary plans are developed,
and "before the working drawings and specifications are set up^the
sii)erintendent of buildings and the principal should he called into
-She
consultation, ^should have full opportunity to criticise the prelim-
inary plans and should he made responsible, as the coiainunity leader
for securing community approval, llo prelininary plans should go to
the architect without the approval of the principal and her community
representatives. The more or less fixed factors in school management
with whichthe principal are concerned are: First: The pliysical condi-
tion of her "building, Gecond; The seating, passini^ and marching of
her students.
The Budget
The principal is the business manager of her school. Over the
maintenance and operation budget she must have considerable discretion-
ary po\yer. In a well administered school system the budget allotjiient
will be made largely upon a "Per pupil" or a "Perclassroom" basis.
The discretionary power of the principal lies in her policy of secur-
ing the standard for her school and in purchasing accordingly. The
power to requisition should rest wholly with her. Budget estimates
of supplies covering stationery, pencils, crayons, blackboard erasers
and such standard supplies need not be submitted, as they are taken care
of by use of the semester requisition. The principal should confer,
ho\7ever, with special supervisors and directors in order that the needs
of the various departments can be adequately provided for.
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Kanageaent of Extra- Currioular Activities
In a modern junior high school there are certain activities,
other than regular classrooa instruction that have definite
educa-
tion value. These must he recognized and given time and
place
either in or out of the daily school session. Many of these
have
come into existance hy the pupil's ovm initiative and some have
teen practically curricularized by school or higher educational
authorities.
These so-called extra-curricular activities offer unusual
opportunities for developing social consciousness and responsi-
bility. A. program should "be carefully thought out in advance,
skillfully organized, properly directed, and patiently handled.
The integrating possibilities and values of certain extra-
curricular activities should be recognized. Foremost among them
are the department clubs that contribute much to vitalize the
work of the departments. The teaching of science, history, art,
and modern languages particularly, may be enriched sind supple-
mented by cliib work that connects them up with the life or cus-
toms of the people or periods studied. Uhlike some activities
the work of these clxibs stimulates interest in the daily school
work. Local conditions will frequently determine what activities
can be successfully carried on, and establishedas a connection
between the subject matter and the problems of daily life, Kext
to be emphasized are those forms of student participation in
school government, parliamentary procedure, from which benaficent
results have been apparent. The assumption of responsibility for
law and order creates respect for law and order. A school is better
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ordered and is doing society a greater service when its pupils
recognize that self-control is the highest fora of governnent.
If no time is allowed for extra-curricular activities
during school hours in a six or seven period day, then a special
day of eight or nine periods might well be included in tiie weekly
schedule, and all the extra-curricular activities distributed
throughout a pott ion of that day so that each pupil might have the
opportunity to participate in one or two activities. In this way
the regular work of the school will not he interfered with and
adequate provisions will have "been made for the scheduling of extra-
curricular activities.
The school should ain to interest every pupil in some activity.
It is desirable that a pupil should be a good scholar: it is also
desirable that he should be good for something else. Extra-curricu-
lar activities help him to make use of his leisure time and train
him to work with others - a most desirable quality for the good of
society and one which may contribute as much to his success in life
as excellence in scholarship. Moreover, activities give a pleasur-
able contact with life and may become the spur to self-confidence,
better scholarship
.
and school loyalty.
Administration of Attendance
The principal is responsible for the attendance of all pupils
of her immediate school territory. The expert officer who comes to
the assistance of the principal is the attendance director, whose
duties are to enforce the compulsory attendance laws, to do all
follow- vq? and home work with reference to children who do not attend
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school refulcirly, who are truant or who are out of school for any
cause whatsoeTer. She is responsible for the enforcenent of the
proper conveyance of trcuisfers, and the location of children trans-
ferred from school to school, and for nev; children coining into the
territory. She is also responsible for the drop-outs who raust
either "be placed in a position where th^y have euploynent and sent
to part-time school or brought back to school again.
Supervisoiy Funct ion
The scientific study of the administration of public schools,
is one of the most important and challengini^; needs in tlie field of
education at the present time. Until th£?.t problem is solved many
principals will honestly believe that it is necessary for them to sit
in their swivel cliair from eighty to one hundred per cent of each
school day having little or no time for supervision.
Formerly, the administration demands upon the principal v/ere
of a relatively low order. Statistical reports were prepared, re-
fractory pupils disciplined, and instructional supplies doled out.
The duties of the principal were largely confined to petty clerical
activities, incidentally performed by a person whose main energy
and thought were devoted to class instruction. The principal who is
required to devote a large fraction of her time to regular teaching
can never fully discharge the activities expected of the modern
principal. Teaching a class of children is a full time job. The
proper exercise of the functions of the supervising principal calls
for tlie full energy of a vigorous v/ell-trained person. When
the same person attempts to exercise both responsibilities,
one or both must suffer. J^eedom from regular
4c
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class roon teaching is the distinctive characteristic of the
principal as supervisor. Releasing her from teaching duties is a
forward step in the solution of the problem, IMfortunately, this
full time teaching condition obtains in many communities today,
Sut of late forces have "been at work developing a far different
conception of the building principal's Job, one of which has been
the wide-spread realization of the importance of the school in an
enlightened democracy. Besides the development of the fundauaental
skills (reading, writing,and arithmetic) the school has been given
the more difficult task of developing ideals, attitudes^ and ways of
acting in children so that each individual may achieve personal and
social success. The principal, therefore, must indicate to the
teachers the exact skills, habits, and attitudes, to look for in
children. Y/e are coming to a clear realisation of the truth of
John Dewey's statement that "Through education, society can formu-
late its own purposes, can organize its own means and resources, and
thus shape itself with definiteness, ajid economy, in the direction in
which it wishes to move."
I wonder if the principal of toda;^' has clearly in mind the
meaning of tlie term supervision. A practical definition is: "the
procedure used in the technique of improving instructions."
Technique is a skilled way of doing things. Technique of supervi-
sion implies purposeful, economical, skilled, and worth while activities
in the classroom. In the supervision of instruction the principal
holds the key position; on the one hand are tlie teachers, the other
the children. The term as generally used connotes a cooperative pro-
cedure between the principal and her teachers, by helping encourag-
c
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ing, evaluating constructively^ and inspiring them to higher
attainments. It literally means helping others to do a better job,
than they would otherwise do, without assistance from the super-
vising agency. It is iraportant that every school principal he on
her mettle today endeavoring to satisfy the demands upon her tine
and energy^ so tliat the educational pyramid nay "be sound at the base,
since upon it rests the entire structure. The material must be the
best and the worlzmanship must approach perfection.
Efficiency in attaining these desired educational results de-
mand unification and co-ordination of the efforts of all those con-
cerned with its many aspects. This not only implies and necessitates
expert leadership but it also demands jLUst as emphaticailly^ that the
individuality and the initiative of the teacher, her spontaneity
and professional alertness, be kept suLive and at a higli pitch. This
contribution of the teacher is as vital and important as that of the
principal above her.
The problem of unifying and coordinating the instructional
activities of a school system, through expert leadership, and at the
same time inspiring and motivating the teaching force, comes to a
sharp focus in classroom visitation. The chief qualifications for
successful classroom teaching seems to be instructional skill, ability
to discipline, initiative, ajid experience.
It is in the field of classroom supervision that the principal
has an opportunity to render her greatest professional service, suid
she should capitalize this important phase of her work. The six
supervisory activities consuming the largest portion of the principal's
time according to a recent study are: Conferences with teachers,
classroom visitation, tests and measurements, teachers meetings, and
help to individual teachers.
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Research ?/ork
The following is the result of an original research made in
answer to a questionnaire sent out to several principals on the
subject of s 1:5)6 rvis ion,
Questionnaire
1, How much supervision should come into your duties as "building
principal^
2, How do you do it?
3, How effective is it?
Answer of principal nuniher I
Question I, A principal should supervise at least three -fonrths
of her time.
Question 2, The principal should visit a room and mark the
teacher on an ohjective "basis. The visit should be followed by a
conference with the teacher. The principal can utilize a rating-
scale if convenient. (The Courtis Rating Scale, Mary Llellyn's
14 Points^ and Rose Jarr igaJi * s^ are among the best scales for rating
teachers.) The teacher should know upon what points he or she
is being rated.
Question 3. It is effective if the principal is tactful and the
teacher realizes that the principal and she can be mutually help-
ful in improving instruction,
answer of Principal number 2
Question I, Thie will depend i;tpon whether the principal h^is a
clerk or not. If she has none it may be as low as 10%, If she
has one it should approach 50;^. It is necessary, also, to define
r
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supervision, as partaJcinc of actual o"bservat ions , conferences,
teaching deraonstrat ions , and teachers' meetings, liitil we do
aim at 50,1? supervision, our joIds will be those of highly paid
administrators, rather than educators.
Question 2. A« She must have a full view of the program of her
school and a reason for the activities transpiring therein,
3. She must have a knowledge of the Courses of Study and what those
Courses aim to accomplish in the development of the child,
C. She must have a program of supervision with an aim to im-
prove instruction. Her year's work should he huilt around the
program.. Teachers' meetings will discuss it; classroom observa-
tion will observe it; conferences will stress it,
D« She must set asJde a definite amount of time each day for
supervision and cariy it out in spite of internet ions,
E, She must check her results and cast out waste motions and
ideas,
Question 3, How does the principal check it? or How effective is i
This is hard to answer. If the problems have been solved, then the
work is effective; if not, it is ineffective. The iiffidulty is
usually the result of a lack of planning on the part of the prin-
cipal. All these things suggest^l have not done as yet but I
have made progress on the first four of them. If one prepared a
list of items to check in supervision, and checked tliem each week,
much more effective supervision would result,
Ansv/er of Principal ilunber 3
Question I. I give nearly all my time to supervision of classroom
instruction, surely a generous two-thirds, I am concerned, chiefly,
with such duties as evaluation of subject matter, improvement of
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method, and routine, examination of lesson pla,ns, estimation of
time allotments, conferences, and curriculuri stiidieE, I doubt if you
would want any enlargement on those topics.
(Question 2, Iviy administrative duties are reduced to a minimum.
I have a corps of teachers T/ho personify co-operation. Duties
are sha,red hy "by all. There is no burden on one or a certain few.
I notice that once a teacher elects a phase of administration which
appeals to her, that particular duty never returns to the office
for completion hut another teacher assumes it. I have no office
help for the work of my school, but teachers who have had commer-
cial training give service during free periods. This is our motto -
"I»ll help you and yon help me, and then what a wonderful school
there'll be", I aim to make supervision objective. I inform
teachers concerning my duties and responsibilities so that we all
understejid^and as a result all work together.
c^uestion 3. Let me ansv/er it this way - When a principal sees that
a certain teacher has grown in grace, v^isdom, and teaching ability,
under her supervision, is tliat principal's supervision effective?
As to the "degree of effectiveness" I woiOLd rather state specific
cases and let you Judge for yourself v/hich I shaJ.1 do when we meet
again.
This principal is planning to tal:e Educational Psychology,
and Principles of Secondary Educat ion^ from Professors Kingsley,
Easton, and Dean Holmes, of Qonnecticut Valley Sumner School of
Pducation at Springfield, llassachusetts , this summer.
Answer of Principal No 4
Question I, I have entire supervision of my own scliool consisting
r
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of 759 pupils and twenty teachers, this includes supervision
of all subjects in Junior I- II- III 7;ith the exception of Art
and Husic, We have special supervision for each of these
subjects, I try to supervise five periods out of seven each
day. sometimes this is rather difficult, "because I have no
office assistant excepting senior students help^for about two
hours each day, after school.
Question 2. Visiting tlie class recitation. Conference v/ith
the teachers. Competition tests between classes having the same
subject.
Question 3. The more supervision a principal caji give, tlie more
effective will be thi teaching and better the classroom v/ork. I
find visiting the class keeps the teacher alert and the pupils
far more interested. Conferences \7ith the teachers, giving
suggestions which will improve the class work, and commending
when a splendid piece of good work is put across, helps both
pupils and teacher. Allowing a good class, to show its work to
another class which is not quite so advanced is an incentive.
I quite agree with professor Johnson of Columbia liiiversity^ in
his talk at the }.aBt Prajaingham Conference, when he said that a
school of over 500 pupils should have a full-time experienced
clerk. The clerk could then take care of office routine which
would enable the principal to give more time to classroom super-
vis ion.
Answer of Principal l\'o, 5
Question I, I think the minimum of two hours daily should be
0 /v> J":J 0
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given "by the principal to supervision so that she can get first-
hand contact with both teachers and pirpils in the classroom. In
this way she learns the difficulties under which the teacher and
pupils are laboring, "both as to method and discipline.
Question 2. I spend a period in every classroom "bi-v;eekly; then
for those v/ho need more help, or whom I find weak,- short, but
frequent visits help. Afterwards by friendly conferences with
these teachers alone, I endeavor to show them their v/eak places and
by constructive criticism help them to overcome them. I find that
it does not always prove a panacea for all their failings, espec-
ially in discipline^ but I work along these lines until the teaclier
can prove she is efficient and able to carry on the work by her-
self.
Question 3, Effective in this way: You and I know that our
greatest problem is inefficient teaching because of teachers who
shirk their work. If the principal herself is a student she can
in most cases, inspire her teachers to keep alert to the newest
methods and constantly improve their teaching. I have load good
results with young teachers who "took things easy" in
changing their attitude when they realized that I focused all
my investigation and inspiration in trying to improve their teach-
ing. It is the biggest job of the principal to show teachers
the difference between the "consecrated" teacher :uid tiUB. "lacka-
daisical" one.
Answer of Principal ITo. 6
Question I, I spend all the time not occupied in supervision,
with necessary routine duties, such as attending to supplies,
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attendance, conference v/itli pupils, and parents, planning for
assenTDles. I supervise the work of a group of students In all
of their training and there is usually soLieone waiting for ae,
Cuestion 2, My aim is to help the student teachers by
a. planning the work with them.
h. Correcting their lesson plans and correcting any revisions
before they teach,
c. Discussing in individual and general conferences the
lessons observed, matter of discipline, and management, the
factors of the teaching process, and matters of technique.
In the individual conference, the needs of each student are
dealt with. The good and weak points of their teaching are
discussed in as helpful and sympathetic a manner as possible.
The teacher should feel thatthe supervisdr is acting as a friend
and not as a severe judge, I try to make the critioism constrtfC"
•i ^tive and positive, though of course this involves destructive
ajid negative criticism as well, I believe it is quite as im-
portant that they should be made av/are of the strong points in their
work as well as of the weak ones, Every possible bit of encourage-
ment shoxild be given them by the supervisor in order to develop
Independence and efficiency^ as well as confidence, which many
young teachers lack. Demonstration lessons should be afforded them
whenever needed,
The criticism covers physical conditions in the room, methods,
devices, technique, subject matter and results of the lesson in
terms of the aim, I help students to clieck results by going over
papers with them instructing them in marking and in the use of the
rC
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corrected papers. I "believe the supervisor should "be careful
not to interrupt unnecessarily a teacher's work, that she should -
enter and leave the room as quietly as possihle, I try never
to let the pupils know that there is any criticism, I think
it Vad for the teacher and for the pupils to have the teacher
criticized in the presence of the class.
Question 3. My supervision of young student teachers must
differ in some respects from supervision of experienced teacl:Lers
although the aim in "both cases is the same -the improvement of
teaching. The extent to v/hich supervision is effective is
determined hy the quality of the supervis ion, and "by the ability,
attitude, and industry of the teaclier. It is difficult to speak
with exactness, though in the case of young teachers, it is com-
paratively easy to notice the gro\rth in teaching skill and in
management. They are ma,de aware of the factors of the teaching
process and are helped in establishing right habits of procedure
and gaining an understanding of how children learn.
Recognizing all points of view the following time
allotment is siiggested in the quest ionna ire, as being both practical
and progressive for a supervising principal.
Supervision A0% of the scliool session
Administration 50% of the school session.
Clerical work 10% of the school session
Teaching 0% of the school session.
.
Miscellaneous duties 20% of the school session
This proposed ideal distribution of time represents an attainable
goal for a majority of supervising principals.
0'.; ni
no.
t
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Class visitation is absolutely necessary if the principal
is to improve instruction^ for where else than in the classroom
can these things he done? She must see the school process in
all its phases, fron the administrative details^ through the
most technical aspects of the learning activities. She must
sense the high points of the teacher's efforts and provide for
her individual need, capitalize her talents, and respect her
personality. It is the faulty practice of dogmatic direction,
rudeness, unreasonahle standards, and stifling inixihitions
which discourage or antagonise the teacher and too often give
sxipervision unpleasant connotation
The earliest type of visiting v/as doubtless, randon, and
occasional, "dropping in" of the principal. The purpose was
chiefly inspectorial, to catch tlie te;icher unaware, and thus
obtain what was tliought to be a fair view of her real v/ork. The
idea that visitation might be for the purpose of improving
teaching was in the background, if present at all. This is re-
sponsible, doubtless, for much of the opposition to supervision.
The latter aim has come to the front more rapidly, than has a
definite policy for attaining it; that is, for a long time the
improvement of teaching has been recognized as the aim of siiper-
vision but a definite policy and plan of visits and friendly
conferences is a later developnent in the field.
There are three types of visits (a) surprise, (b) schedule
(c) invitational. The surprise or unannounced visit has little
Justification, It is a wise principal who visits primarily to
observe children and their "learning activities" with the teach-
er as one of the contributing, supplenentarj'
,
factors, i^ince
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attention is iiot focused primarily upon the teacher, she nay concern
herself demonstrating the ability and the progress of the children.
Supervision thus becomes a cooperative study of technics, rather
than a criticism of one individual by another.
The second form of visitation - the schedule visit, is quite
satisfactory, because it gives the teacher warning, and conveys
the idea that the principal does not desire to see her at a
disadvantage; also, convinces the teacher that the supervisor's
main interest is the "learning activities" of the children. The
natural step to follow is the organization of scheduled visits
around some central problem, or groig) of problems. In this case,
the objectives of supervision may be announced to those concerned
or may be developed cooperatively by principals and teachers.
As each difficulty arises the principal can suggest a measure
of improvement. Then the work will proceed along tlonnal lines
without the friction and spitit of unrest that usu^illy cliaracter-
izes supervision.
Visitation and conference then become a coherent and con-
tinuous process for systematic attack upon certain general
problems of teaching, needing attention. Such superviLion is
widely used at present and lias attained in many places, a high
degree of efficiency. Such a situation is an incontrovertible
index of good supervision.
The third kind or invitational visit has tlie greiitest
potential possibilities, however, because the teaclier's atti-
tude is best when slie has requested a call. A principal should
be proud when she can develop the confidence of her teachers
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to the point where they voluntarily ask for visits. Such
voluntary requests indicate more clearly than anything else that
the teacher's personality is being respected and that supervi-
sion has hecone a constriactive and cooperative enterprise.
Furthermore, the length of the s\;tpervisory visits should
he determined hy the specific Situation hut it is ohvious that
visits must he reasonably long so as not to subject the principal
to the criticism of inspectorial and superficial observation.
Also, the supervisor must remember that every group of teachers
is made up of individuals with differences in interests, skills,
and abilities. The principal should carry with her into the
classroom siTupathy, appreciation of the effort that is being put
forth^and ability to put herself in the teacher's place. Can
the teacher meet the exigencies of v/hat might occur in the class
room? It is the business of the principal to analyze the
possibilities of what might occur, by close observation of actual
occurrences. Is there evidence of purposive activity on the part
of the students? Is there opportunity for social growth? Does
the environment contribute to right emotions? Are there evi-
dences of participation, concentration, and attention? She
should enter the room quietly and assume a position that will
not distract the teacher and class from the problems in hand.
The teacher shoiad know the principal's technic well enough to
understand when she wi£;hes to have the attention of the class
or when she merely wants to observe. It is not necessary for
the te^^clier and principal to exchange more than a friendly
greeting upon her entrance.
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The reports of supervising principals show, tliat tiae friend-
ly^ personal conference with teachers, is a corsnon device in im-
proving instruction. In many instances the conference follows
after and is "based upon a supervisory lyicit. In fact, every
supervisory visit should be followed by a conference with the
teacher, if only for the purpose of saying, "It was a good
lesson." The attitude of the principal during the conference
will largely determine her success in improving the teacher's
work.
The rating of teacliers is a device comiaonly associated with
supervision. Since the principal is primarily concerned with
the teacher growth, the question is pertinent whether a rating
of the teacher during an observation is a distracting procedure
or should not a number of written evaluations of the pupils'
activities be an important basis for estimating the teacher's
slcill? As the rating scale is used as an administrative device
for giving the superintendent information about the teachers,
could not this composite record be translated into terms of
teaching just as well?
Furthermore, the demonstration lesson should be an im-
portant supervisory procedui-e for principals. The supervising
principsil should be able to demonstrate her supervisory skill
and teaching technique in several teaching situations. But
it is not necessary that demonstrations be given by the prin-
cipal only, any qualified and available member of the school
system may give them, for, every principal knows that most
teachers have one subject in which they especially excel.
rc:
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All denonstration lessons need not 'oe nodel lescons nor ex-
amples of unusual teaching procedure. It would be excellent
training for teachers to lool: upon the derxonstration lessons as
legitimate subjects for criticism. The wise principal xrill ask her
teachers |or suggestions as to how to improve the demonstration
lesson, \7lth this critical attitude a teacher is more apt to
make improven.ents in her own teaching. For weak teachers to visit
other teachers at v/ork is an ttcellent means of improving instruc-
tion, Moreover, it is a good plan for the principal to take the
best from each class she visits and apply it in new situations^
In this way a wealth of practical suggestions may be broadcasted
throughout her school system.
Tests and Ileasurements
With regard to the functioning of supervision in our city
schools, mention must be made of the use of standard tests and
objective measures, to deternine the needs of teacher and pupils,
and thus provide a basis for improving instruction. The testing
movement provides the principal with a useful tool for determin-
ing the effectiveness of teaching and an effective point of de-
parture in supervision. It does away with much question woi'k by
hy^ replacing it with exact knov/ledge and the waste from mis-
directed energy, exid less upon guess work procedure. She knows
from standard tests the intelligence and achievement levels of
the various grades of her school. The proper placement of
children and theiradj ustment from time to time are among the most
importfint supervisory activities of the principal. These activities
are usually executed on the basis of information secured in
'JO
00 j
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teacher and pupil conferences and from pupil testing. In-
struction can be improved effectively, .only, if we have a scientific
knowledge of the streneths and weaknesses of individual teachers
and pupils. Such scientific knowledge can come only through
careful diagnosis - sionpathetic detailed scientific diagnosis -
7/hich ascertains the cause of failm'es and suggests remedies.
It checks up on what is heing done and directs us to teach more
scientifically. In general, the piipil should know the degree of
his ability by means of an inventory test ministered at the term's
beginning in the fall. On the basis of tiiis self-knowledge he
should be able to set a goal for his attainment. He should
determine the sources of his difficulties and with the assistance
of the teacher he should work out ways of overcoming these
difficulties, and finally, he should be able to measure his
progress towards the desired goal through the interpretation and
uses of results of the testing.
The formation of teacher committees on measurements can re-
lieve the principal of some phases of pupil adjustment.
Teachers* Ileetings
Teachers' meetings, particularly those of the supervisory
type, represent one of the most important duties of the principal,
and it is one of her professional accomplishments to adjust her
program to the need of her faculty. The frequency of meeting
dependc upon the program outlined for the year. After planning
with the teachers the objectives of the professional meetings
then the nimber of meetings necessary to accomplish the program
•J .i 'J— -J ^
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may "be esticiated. The hour of meeting is one that should he
settled in cooperation with the teachers. Meetings held before
school in the morning have the advantages of orevity and an
alert audience, A program committee can provide the demonstra-
tion lessons, lectures, and discussions^ for many of the teachers
meetings. Committees in the various subjects or grade levels
can arrange their ovm group conferences, assenhle instructional
materials^ and issue "bulletins on methods and devices. Here much
can "be done to raise teaching levels through reading professional
hooks and magazines. In the general teachers' meeting, however,
remarks can be made without offense to any teaclier.
Course of Study
Another major supervisory activity of the principal is
the application and use of the ^ourse of Study, Observation is
primarily concerned here v/ith studying the growth of children in
response to the given Curriculum, Individual conferences with
teachers serve as a means of improving the teacher's Interpreta-
tion of it, Curriculiui study is not only basic to the various
supervisory procedures but it offers one of the best ways for
the principal to become a master of supervision. Through curricu-
lum building the principal comes to know not only the philosophy
of teaching, but the details of content, sjid the methods and de-
vices of presenting the content. Thus equipped she need no longer
fear to discuss specific items in instruction. She finds that
teachers welcome supervision from a principal who is able to give
scientific reasons, sfl^^ things should be done in a certain way.

Tlie qualifidations or professional equipment of a supervisor are:
I« Knowledge of subjectnatter and knov/ledge of the tech-
nique of teaching to the extent of being able to-
(a) Sense a., teacher's problem
(b) Suggest helpful procedures and devices
whenever needed.
(c) Analyse and reconstruct a lesson.
2. Ability fo formulate and carry out sane siqpervisory
policies based on needs of the group and individual
teachers. This means-
(a) To decide upon specific objectives,
(b) To plan and conduct teachers' meetings
which will further the objectives,
3« Necessary aptitudes which may be expressed as
(a) Ability to work harmoniously with people.
(b) Ability to stimulate teachers to greater achie
ment.
(c) Ability to take into consideration the
teacher's point of view.
(d) An optimistic temperament and a sane outlook
on life, and
'e) A real interest in the work,
A supervising principal should aim to
1. Improve method.
2. To teach pupils how to study,
3. To provide an adequate textbook equipment.
4. To make a Course of Study based upon sound principles,
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children's interests, powers and development, that presents enough
difficulties to keep the brightest teacher alert in her v/ork and at
the sajne time not discourage the v/eakest teacher.
5, To use the strength of the teaching force as it de-
velops^to improve this Course of study so that the Course v/ill final-
ly "be one made "by the teachers themselves^ not one imposed upon them.
6, Through the intelligent working out of the Course of
Study with its minimum and maximum requirements, to make the work
show a definite sequence, (This means evaluation of the topics in
each subject and of the texts for that subject, in each grade.)
7, To study the teachers intelligently as Individuals.
8, To prove to the teaching force that salaries must be
earned, and in a profession, as in a "business, there must he value
received,
9, To develop the work so that the teachers may realize
there is always opportunity for improvement,
10, To develop initiative in teachers and through them
to develop initiative in the pupils,
11. To hring the public in touch as far as possible wi^h
the work of the school. Supervision then performs four indispensable
services. First, it aids a teacher in finding " het weak and strong
points. Second, it assures a teacher of promotion when slie is de-
serving it. Third, it gives the teacher a definite point of contact
with her educational organization. Fourth, and moot important, it holds
the schools of a state more nearly to the same uniform st-indards.
"Expert supervision should lead teachers to a broad vision of
teaching problems, to a broad range of experience, so tliat the work of
one grade may be seen in relation to the worl: of other grades, to an
axil.
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understanding of needed revisions of the Course of Study froa
time to tiiae^of necessary growth and of the final outcones of
instruction.
Conclusion
A good illustration of good supervision is a carefully con-
structed progran of worl: for a senester. Such a program lifts
supervision from the realm of the desultory and haphazard to that
which might be called educational engineering.
Since the "burden of individual supervision is falling u.)on
the "building principal, this fact has most important implications
for the future. In the first place, the principal must know how
to supervise her teachers effectively, and new principals will "be
chosen on their a"bility to do so.
The principal who studies her jo"b is constantly comparing her
activities with those of other principals. She is particularly
keen to familiarize herself with all new technics in supervision
which have as their peculiar purpose the improvement of instruction.
Let us strive, therefore , to lift supervision from the vague, in-
definite, conventional matter, which it has so often "been, to a
scientific and workable series of procedures, intelligently worked
out, on the sound "basis of pupil and teaolier activity, and in re-
sponse to self-directed purposes.
Hundreds of principals are raising the standards of their
professional preparation through home study, summer sciiool work,
evening classes, and correspondence courses. Research projects of
great practical value are "being conducted "by individuals, and
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groups of principals, whereby new teclinics are "bein^ tried out,
experiments conducted, and reports prepared for publication.
The greatest cliallenge is to each principal to inal:e her con-
tribution to the developing status of the pr inc ipalship through
continuous self-inproveiaent , Thus, through widespread develop-
ment the school princ ipalship will secure the recognition which
the position merits.
Creative j unctions '
A great deal of research and experinentation is required
on the part of supervision particularly in the field of the
Gurriculun, Time devoted to simple research as a means of
disseminating knowledge, and arousing interest, is incalculable.
One of the chief aiiis in supervision is to lead teacliers to a
more careful analysis of subjectnatter and methods of presenting
it. Local surveys are beneficial to stimulate the thought of
teachers concerning questions pertaining to the Course of study,
promotion plans, and ij.iproving methods of teaching. Such stimula-
tion is an essential phase of supervision. \{hen the desire for
improvc.ient has been aroused, then the supervisory effort is
rewarded,
Experii-ientation by principal and teachers for the
improvement of Reading
As social and industrial conditions are changing continually
the schools must adapt themselves to these conditions, Iloreover,
since our knowledge of the child is constantly changing his means
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of education nust in consequence change . Take for exa::iple the
subject of reading which calls for distinctiye teaching and the
development of effective skills which will later "become pro-
ductive habits.
Undoubtedly, the newer reading matter forces schools to
newer types of reading objectives in order to :neet the demands of
the tremendous production of printed material which today floods
the market, llagazines and newspapers have increased 500 per
cent since 1880. There are thirty million newspapers in daily
circulation. Free public libraries furnish books and bulletins
whose patronage has increased 400 per cent in the last twelve
years. This condition of affairs has forced upon us a new
educational precedure in reading. If this abundant material is
to be read, children must be trained in highlyspecialized skills
with which to {^lean knowledge from the printed page. The chief
aim of reading is to translate printed words into ideas,
thoughts, motives, and actions which make for knowledge and
efficiency.
Time is a precious gift and when we consider the amount of
time and energy that the child spends in school in order to ob-
tain knowledge, mostly through reading, it behooves us as teach-
ers to endeavor to equip hin with the most economical way in
which to acquire this knowledge, thereby enabling him to poten-
tiate himself as quickly as possible.
As fifty-two per cent of all sc}iool time in grade one is
spent on reading, the primary school is the best place in which
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to "begin to train the child so as to develop in him frosi the
start correct reading laahits.
Teachers are oftentimes so engrossed in recitations,
tests, and results in general, that they neglect to observe
the methods employed by the child in accomplishing his work.
Li the primary grades thenj is the time to forestall
undesirable habits. If tliey are not allowed to form, they
will not have to be unlearned. It is the time to teach child-
ren to see groups of words as a unit of thought. It is the
time to promote a love for reading by associating it with the
child's own activities. It is the tirae to begin diagnosis
of the individual child's reading efficiency and to correct
incipient faults. This is the time, in short, to start him
on the right road to progress,
A.S desirable and effective habits of study are essential
in obtaining many of our educational objectives how may their
reading habits be improved^ so as to enable them to possess
speed without sacrificing thought, constitutes the problem for
investigat ion.
Since our children of foreign parentage, whose reading
is meager^ are decidedly deficient in reading ability because
of vocabulary difficulties largely due to home conditions I
plad'^^o arrange and put into operation a supervisory pro-
gram that would deal particularly with reading. To do this
I had to convince the teachers that to accomplish the most
effective results was to set up definite objectives to be
reached, together with the cooperation and assistance of all the
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teaching group concerned. In order to put the pro^rajn con-
cretely before the teaching staff and to obtain material for
launching the plan a survey was made of the individual reading
in each class, both as to speed and conprehension by means of
tests, For example, Paulu's Diagnostic Testing and Remedial
Teaching, C^ray^s Remedial Jases in Reading, Buswell's Fundamen-
tal Reading Habits and the Twenty- fourth Yearbook of ::, S. S. E,
Skillful supervision must begin with what the teacher
is doing, make a comprehensive analysis in relation to well-
founded standards, and offer encouragement^ and give definite
help in relation to points of difficulty, failures and lacks.
Gonseq^uently , a thorough going preliminary supervisory survey
is the first step, as without generally accepted standards no
unit of organization or ideas are possible the teaching corps
is incapable of producing in the pupils of the elementary grades
the knowledge, attitudes^ and skills^ which are the expected
outcomes of e:q)erience.
Therefore, according to Professor Burton's scheme
the supervisor had
I, A plan or program of supervision as follows:
A. Objective: To improve reading instruction by
mailing a study of special cases to discover.
1. Causes of difficulty.
2. Remedial measures to meet the difficulties.
B. LJeans of attaining objectives.
I. Special study of individuals having
difficulty in
a. Habits of recognition
r
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b. Intelligent inter;,rretation.
c. Mechanics of reading.
d. Speed of silent reading.
Checks to he used in measuring progress in
a, Ilahits of recognition
I, Accuracy of recognition
a, "ispronounced words studied singly,
h. Division into syllables, with an effort
to increase gradually the size of the
unit or two or more syllables,
c. Rereading of sentence or paragraph to
keep the conipre hens ion foremost,
2. Span of recognition,
a. Short exposure of words, plirases and
sentences gradually increasing in length.
b, ITimber of words recognized per "eye-span"
3, Rate of recognition
a» Xo pointing to words
b, Ko lip movement
4. Rhythmical progress of perception
a. Check regressive movement
5, Accurate return sweeps
Intelligent interpretation
A. Ability to read well-chosen material.
b. Ability to reproduce the content.
c. Ability to carry out specific assignments.
d. Ability to make judgement on what is read,
e. Ability to pick out the topic or key sentence
G
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f, A'bility to take difficult, words out of context and use
then intelligently in sentences,
g. Ability to dramatize a part or fne whole story.
Mechanics of reading
a. Ability to pass word vocabulary tests based on words
missed in regularlessons
.
b. Ability to analyze a list of phonetic words tal-:en from
regular reading lesson.
Speed in silent reading.
a. Desire to read many books .
b. Increase of fixation units.
c. Decrease of lip movements
,
d. ITo pointing .
e. Quick recognition of words.
f. Reading with tine limits,
, Assistance in carrying out the plan
a, training in advance by group, grade and individual
conferences ' of teacliers. Denonstrat ion lessons
given by supervisor,
b, iJecessary material for cari;:>'"ing out program,
I, Tests - standard and informal
2, Phrases, words, books, self-directed reading activ
ities and envelopes containing pictures.
3. Bibliography
Reading records kept for reference.
To quote Professor Mahoney - "The fundamental end andaim
supervision is, of course to improve instruction constantly.
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As a means to this end the supervisor nust judge teaching;
and the attempt today quite rightly is to nake the judj^ing
just as little obj ect ionahle as possible." We are trying
to fashion instruments and standards for judging that tend
to eliminate their personal equation and free the teaclier from
espionage on the part of those anateur inspectors whose "basis
for judgement - if they have any - are knovyn only to themselves.
To attain this latter end, we ask teachers to "become thorough-
ly familiar with these instrxments and standards and we seek
their cooperation in developing them, -^he teacher welcomes their
application because she sees clearly how the use of then will
enable her to diagnose her own teaching performance, and thereby
improve it. Guch instruments are the Courtis, vary Liellyn^ and
Rose Garrigan^ plan for teacher-rating. Each child nho had imarked
difficulty wad given individually the following tests: Cliapman-
Gook for Testing Speed in Reading, Llonroe for Rate and Comprehen-
sion, Thorndilce-McGall Reading Scale for the Understanding of
sentences and Gray's Oral Reading Test,
A comparison of the G. A. and R. A. was interesting.
The fact that the test revealed the exact difficulties and in-
dicated the type of remedial work necessary was gratifying. I.lany
of the children had similar difficiaties which made it possible
to handle them in small groups. Others could not only be helped
by individual instruction. At conlerences with the teachers types
of remedies were suggested.
One displayed a group of books to show how the proper
ir
choice of material aids in encouragiriG children to read. An-
other had a box of pictures which had "been carefully catalogued
and showed how she used them to catch the interest of children
having language difficulties. By the use of a chart on which
were recorded October and :iay results in the Thorndike-'IcCall
Test another showed how various pupils had moved from one ability
group to another. She also showed how, by making children aware
of their own difficulties, she had helped them, to help themselves.
Since so many had difficulty in comprehension, one of the meetings
was given over to a discussion of ways of improving it. The
supervisor presented materials and methods which she had observed
being used in the various rooms which she visited together with
suggestions from dray, Paul u, Gates, and the Twenty-fourth Yearbook
of the N, D, B. E, 'Jhis material which was distributed in
miineographed form follows:
The objectives are
I, To inspire and lead teachers.
To improve instruction.
3. To strengthen the teaching staff,
4. Standards by which work of the teachers in reading
is to be judged are:
A, Ability to diagnose child's ability and
difficulty.
B. Resourcefulness and skill in applying
remedial measures,
G, Ability to carr>- out suggestions,
D, Earnestness and persistence in an attempt to
attain the objectives.
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E. Willingness to cooperate in attainment of an
obj eot ive
.
P. Willingness to share facts discovered.
G, Degree of improvement of individual ctiild and
the group.
Summary of Reading -Difficulties in Conprehens ion
Causes of Difficulty
Material too difficult.
Lack of ahility to
analyze words.
LaJiguage handicap and
few sight words.
Lacl: of word drill.
Uaable to recognize
thought units.
Disregard for punctu-
at ion marks
.
Remedial lieasures
1, Provided easy, interesting,
material within the ability of the
child. This gave pleasure and sat-
isfaction and aided in tlie learning
process,
2, PicWout the familiar phonetic
elements in unfaniliar words. Gave
hel? in syllabication. Taught
initial souisds and most frequent
phonograms,
3, Enlarged the vocabulary by picture
study, by listing unfamiliar words,
by games tiiat teach words.
4, Encouraged more literal reading of
sentences and paragraphs. Provided
word drills. Chectodwith the Thorn-
dilce and Gates list.
5, Read the ten causes for this dis-
ability (Gates, p. 17-18)
Use of flash cards to test thought.
Used oral reading followed by oral
explanations. Used oral questions
followed by silent reading.
6. Explained
to put marks
use of marks,
where they had
Test ability
been omitted,
Over emphasis on word stiJdy?. Emphasized thought getting. Commended
only natural voice, reading to overcome
"reading voice.' Give plenty of phrase
drills. Discourage pointing and lip
movevient. Urged increase in speed. Asked
thought questions to be answered by read-
ing specific parts.
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1» 8. Short attention °» Provided simple interesting reading
span. material followed "by questions,
9, NO interest in read- 9. Provided easy material. Stimulated the
ing, reading hat) it. Provided opportiinity for
written response drawing or dramatization.
10, Pure memory work. 10, ^yped short passages using a similar
vocabulary (purposeful word drill, VaryJ
^
positions on word cards and phrase cards.
11. Insufficient II, Directed attention to reading. Usecj the
emphasis on thought Thorndilce-LIcCall Tests to mark progress in
getting. comprehension.
12. Lack of realization 12, Had oral reading to ^elp the child to
of specified diffi- discover his difficulty and work on one
culty and a con- difficulty at a time,
sequent inab il ity
to apply remedial •
measures,
13, Careless habits, 13, Called attention to the necessity to <
careful reading iiabits, Listttlfund. a^eading
liabits, Sacrifieed speed for accuracy. Let
the children know that rapid readers often
comprehend more readily than slow readers.
A chart showing comparison of results was quite interesting, A
fcT/ of the outstanding evidences of success were:
1, Increased ability on the part of the teacher to diagnose
difficulties and to apply remedial measures,
2, A decided reaction against using material too hard for children.
Right attitiKies towards using one - unitbooks, those carrying
only one story - besides books containing nunibers of short
stories, " See that the mechanical make of the book is attractive,
3, A real effort to find material only interesting but within the
experience of the children,
4, A desire to read articles bearing on the subject in order to
improve the technuque of teaching,
5, A reading age and quotient for every child from the third grade
through the sixth.
-I
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The teacher's natural reaction tcrv/ard the program
showed hroad sympatliy. They agreed that poor reading result-
ing from poor mechanics can only "be improved "by getting at
individual cases. That often children seem mentally slow
"because of an inability to read. Therefore, find out the
cause of poor reading and do all tliat can he done toward
improvement.
Heading mater ie.1 must he interesting and well with-
in the comprehension ability of the child. The use of "books
should be taught as a leisure occupation, which v.'ill increase
^he per£5onal satisfaction.
Thus a definite plan carried out with sjTipathcli^^
cooperation and social usefulness of the child throughout
his life brings najiy of the results desired in our educational
program and sliows its value to the principal, the teacher,
and certainly to the children, Gould you have seen the en-
thusiasm v/ith which the teachers handled the group and the
eagerness and excitement of each you would laave agreed that
this T/as a novel and intensely interesting method of teaching
reading. It was an eye-opener and a revelation to one acquaint-
ed with old-time ways.
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Contributing to work of School System
and to aducat ion in Teaching Matliematics
Mathematics has played an important part in the develop-
ment of human affairs and it is perfectly clear that it will
continue to do so, newspaper and magazine articles on nodern
achievements are not understandable v.'ithout a knovrledce of it,
V/e should, therefore, develop mathematical ability in our young
people. Its cultural aims are: ( I) appreciation of beauty in
the geometric forms of nature, art, and industry; (2) ideals of
perfection as to logical structure, precision of statenent, and
of thoughtful, logical, reasoning, (as exemplified in the geometric
denonstrat ion) and discrimination between the true and the false;
(3) appreciation of the power of mathematics; what Byron ex-
pressively called - "the pov/er of thought, the magic of the mind,"
and the r61e tliat mathematics, ejid abstract thinking in general,
has played in the development of civilization; particularly in
science, in industry and in philosopl::^'', :!ention should also be
made of the religious effect, in the broad sense which the study
of the infinite, and of trie permanence of laws in mathematics
tends to establish.
The primary purposes for the teaching of mathematics
should be, to develop those powers of understanding, and of
analyzing relations of quantity, and of apaces, v/hich are
necessary to an insight into^ and control over our environment
to an appreciation of tiie progress of civilization in its va-
rious aspects and to develop those habits of thought and of
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which will make these powers effective in the life of the
individual; also, the acquisition of experience as to facts
and metlijods of attachine significant problems and accurate
thinking in terns of such relations, to develop the ability
to grasp and to a,nalyze ideas, processes and primciples
in the solution of concrete problems rather tl::an in the
acquisition of mere facility or skill in manipiolation.
To be truly educated one should have some idea of the
r^e mathenaticB has played in hurnGJi progress, and to appre-
ciate as fully as possible its power and its benuty as a
science. /.JLl of this means that our elementary dauirse. in
mathematics should cover as broad a range of mathematical
ideas and processes as possible,
A generation ago the great central objective was to
get pupils ready for college. Today the central aim is to
develop well-educated citizens. However, in many schools to-
daj' we are developing neither scliolars nor well-educo.ted
citizens. The thoughtful teacher realizes the need for
mathematical adjustment to meet the demands of the times. In
order to do this there are certain important steps in planning
subject-matter which must be kept in mind, 7?e must first
find out v/hat mathemxatics is worth learning as far as th^e well-
educated citizen is concerned. This involves the setting up of
valid objectives to be obtained in tecching the subject. "The
second step is to determine the nature and tlie extent of the
content material. In the third place we need to study our
methods of teaching and learning, T^e loiow a great deal about
c
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the former, but practically nothing about the l^er. Teachers
ought to know more about how pupils learn most easily and most
economically. 'Then a mathematics teacher is supervising the
work of individual pupils who are studying silently at their
desks she has something objective and tangible to look at.
The problems on the pupils papers are evidence of T^hether they
are working and whether they are proceeding accurately and
correctly and she can thus get the cue for directing their
efforts.
In studying there is perhaps more ^^'aste of time and
nervous energy than in any other department of educational
life. The learning process is difficult enough without putting
a special premium on difficulties. Opportunities must be pro-
vided for every pupil to advance according to his capacity.
He must be taught how to think, how to organize, and how to
apply himself. The essential principle is that the pupil
should know what he is to learn, how he is to go about it,
and how far he has progressed,
YfSaen we consider that 90% of the pupil's energy is
spent in scliool in order to obtain knowledge, it behooves us
as teachers to endeavor to equip the pupil with the most ec-
onomical way to acquire this knowledge, Mis proficiency may
be increased by teaching him to use more skillfully what brains
he has. Ke is a self-regulating machine getting along by his
own steam, lie learns through his own efforts, and progresses
through his own failures. Studying is the method by which
subject matter is converted into ideas which sliall be effective
in his subsequent life, and by which his mental faciaties s^iall
t
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te drilled and trained.
Furthermore, we still need to find out what part of the
content materie-l can he learned at a given age. Because of
the wide range of individual difference in native ahility,
experience, ajid interests, we need to keep in mind the guiding
principle in the selection of suhject-matter for each grade.
The subject-matter selected should "be that materia^l which will
"be most val liable to the pupil provided he leaves school at a
certain age. It is prohahle that we are trying to teach too
much or that we are attempting to teach things that are too
difficult, or both. The aim in the Junior High grades should
be to keep up a proper use of the fundamental skills in arith-
metic which the pupil has learned in the elementary grades.
This is done by giving mueh application in the arithmetic of
social usage, such as the home, of the store, of the bank, of
thrift, and the like, as the well-educated citizen is likely
to need.
Professor Hutt says: "Teachers and supervisors are in-
clined to think in terms of the subject instead of in terms
of the student. Subject-matter has been standardized instead
of stages of the mental maturity of the pupils."
Let us^ therefore^ try to choose hypo the tically as the
most desirable and important, that theoretical content v/hich is at
the same time the content which arises naturally out of the
pupil's attempts to apply his mathematical ideas and methods
to practical ends in his daily life.
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The fourth step ie to provide a testing progrcjn that
will enahle us to find out how v/ell certain fundeiniental aims
have been realized, if at all.
The inevitable "law of forgetting" is ever at work
undenninine the careful teaching of the class room. It is
an enemy that is always in operation, everywhere. In our
battle to reduce arithmetic failures - to fight "forgetting"
a tested weapon is all important.
What motive shoiold prompt the teacher to give
mathematical tests? Under ideal conditions it is her con-
viction of tlie value of tests in her teaching, indicated by her
whole-hearted use of them, as aids to her, and to the pupils
under her care. In testing the best evidence of "what may be
accomplished" is always "what is accomplished," Results are
convincing arguments for any method of teaching. Satisfactory
tests must measure the degree of attainment of the objectives
outlines. However, standardized tests should be constructed
by experts -those who are alyle not only to tell how they use
mathematics but also to show how mathematics may be used in
the present and in the future for the betterment of mankind.
These experts include three different groups within the school
system; ( I) sijpervisors who are especially qualified in the field
of knowledge tested; (2) research workers who are specialists
in test construction and (3) especially competent teachers. As
teacliers are the ones who will use the tests they should have a
share in the construction on account of their close relation to
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the piipils tested and to the teaching process. The testing
program should provide for the survey, inventory, diagnostic,
and process tests.
Early in the fall an inventory test should be given to
find out the abilities or the weaiinesses of the class. This
serves as a "basis for the teaching program. ( I) because it re-
veals the main sorts of difficulties for the v/hole class, end
(2) because the pupils' scores make possible a rough classification
into more homogeneous groups for better instructional pur-
poses,
l^arly in the term, also, diagnostic tests should be ad-
ministered to aid the pupils and the teacher to determine the
cause of the difficulties. Finally, there must be an achieve-
ment test to enable the pupil to appraise his growth during
the term, also, to enable the teacher to evaluate her teaching
effectiveness.
The steps for 100^ accuracy plan in mathematics are:
1. Basic facts,
2. Grouping facts for teaching.
3. Drill service on facts following the groups.
4. Fact inventory test as check up,
6, Process teaching test,
6, Process drill service.
7. Process inventory tect as checks.
The most Important thing in testing is the interpreta-

tion and use of resxilts obtained so as to furnish remedial
measures. After the teacher has becoxie av/are of the specific
difficulties which her pupils are experiencing, suitable
practice material must "be available for the correction of
the disabilities, Without which all of the efforts spent
in testing and diagnosing will be like "grain which withers
away before it ripens."
There is a growing tendency toward the correction
of the testing by the pupils themselves. The pupil is the
centre of the entire educational process. The v/hole testing
and teaching program is ultimately for his benefit, consequent-
ly, training should be provided for him in order that he may
understand the results in any tect.and nay recognize their
significance as applied to him, personally. It is believed
that much increase in accuracy may be acquired by learning to
check himself. In general the pupil should know the degree
of his ability at the term's beginning; on the basis of this
self-knowledge he should be able to set a Qo^il which is for
him possible of attainment; he should determine the sources of
his difficulties; with the assistance of the teaclier he should
work out v/ays of over-coming these difficulties; and finally,
he should be able to measure his progress towards the desired
goal.
Distinction should be made, hov/ever, between the
efficiency of tests purely as measuring devices, and their
efficiency as instructional aids.
no
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AS measuring instruments, tests are unique and cannot
be replaced; as instructional aids they should be restricted
to {fields yrheve they are more efficient, than other available
devices. Mathematical testing should maJce for greater
efficiency in the learning process because the teacher has
something objective and tangible to work with. The class
papers are evidence of whether or not the pupils are pro-
ceeding accurately and correctly
^ thereby giving the teacher
a cue for more effectively directing their efforts,
\7henever we learn how to teach mathematics a little
better, with just a little less effort, we remove just that
much friction from our educational machinery and the art and
pleasure of teaching it is accordingly enhanced.
Conclusion
Schools, like individuals, however, never actually stand
still. The school that is not going forward is slipping, A
positive program of improvement is the only preventive. Clear
purposes and definite knowledge of the difficulties to be overcome
are half the battle. Here is one great opportunity for the
trained and scholarly principal. It is hers to raise the problem;
c
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hers to nalce her colleagues see the need and possibility of solv-
ing it; hers, by means of trhe first hand observations , a ^ood
professional library, laodern courses of study, round-table dis-
cussions, the application of tests, and occasional appeal to
educational experts from the outside, to substitute scientific
knowledge for unanalyzed tradition. This neans that a principal
must be an educator not merely a manager , because her school is
*
a positive reflection of her ovm self.
Moreover, the principal's relations to her subordinates
Should be in many ways siiailar to the teacher's relations to her
pupils, 8he and they should be judged by the same standards,
namely, provision for motive, for consideration of relative
values, for organization of results, and for taking the initiative.
In other words the principal should be a good teacher - of teachers,
Hany are accustomed to think of a principal's supervision
as merely surveillance or even espionage. It is one thing for
teachers to regard the principal as simply one placed over them
in autliority, to look on while they eork; It is quite another
to realize that she is an active fellow-worker, coordinating
their efforts, helping to define aind solve their problems, recidy
to lead not merely to direct,
Furthermore, the principal must be willing to make a
scientific study of problems initiated by the teachers. She must
not become crystallized to the extent that the teachers are more
progressive thoji she, nor must she sllovr herself to become so
Jealous of authority, or so satisfied with well-enough, that she
resents having the teaching staff precent worth T/hile pl^ns to her.
She must recognize ability in nenbers of the teaching coirps and be
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generoiis in her commendation as she is in her constrvict ive criticism.
It would be absurd to thinic that a principal of a school knew
everj^ subject better than the teacher who had iiade a life-time study
of tiie siibject in her own. particular grade.
'vThile one should oftentimes like to put into operation
arbitrarily, (because it takes less effort and ability) what one
is conYinced as the best ideas for the teaching staff, one must
realize tiiat it is not rood school administration. Mankind ad-
vanced on the path of pro#jress with very uneven steps, TTe must
give everything its time. V/e certainly must not allow prejudice
and ignorance to shackle the free action of the nind but on the
other hand, we must not hurry the slow progress of the more
sluggish spirits, as improvement of teaching is a slow process.
The most important personal qualities in a principal
are interest in children, friendliness, a nodualted voice, sin-
cerity, tactfulness, v/illingness to sacrifice personal convenience,
ability to direct people, an open mind tov;ard new professional
developments, eJid an interest in the community, but above all the
intangible personal quality known as personal ity^'^^^s a potential
influence in the educative process.
The principal should keep abreast of the best thought
and practice through continuous improvement in service^ as her
self- improvement in service activities
. will do much to advance
and maintain the professional status of her principalship
. A
principal's task is not easy. One of her attainments must be
the ability to make quick and correct decisions.
Let me say in closing that doing one's best at the
work in which one is engaged is the finest contribution tliat
any one can maize to a comiiiunity^
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The joy achieved of acconplishing all one can, feeling
oneself growing bigger and stronger, is one of the finest things
in the world, a thing no one can give to another hut which each
one can earn hy striving onward and upward.
After all it remains true that the thing most worth
giving is oneself. One must give oneself with one's alms,
Lowell wrote trioly when he said;
""Who gives himself with his alms feeds three,
Himself, his hungering neighbor, and Me,"
someone has said that it is the quality of life he-
hind one's giving that counts. As to the quality of life each
of us may attain to, surely opportunity is equ£i,l,
Whatever v/e v.'in in this line we cannot help sharing.
You remember that v/hen a woman touched Christ in the crowd, He asked,
**'J!ho touched me?"
You recall how astonished His disciples were that Jesus
should ask such a question in such a crowding multitude. But He
knew that "power had gone out from Him."
So it is in a lesser degree with teachers. The power
of personality is forever "going out" from us to those about us.
It is the greatest ef all powers,
7/hat we actually are is what influences those who come
in contact with us, not what we say, not what we do, ajid not what
we give in money. So give the world the best you liave and the
best will come back to you. Productivity is the master key of
life. It opens the last door to success and happiness.
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Realizing the responsitility of the position of
^ principal the writer presents with hianility, this thesis on
the siibject chosen*
9
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